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The laws that govern the nature often set certain limits or bans. Approaching those limits

is a common paradigm of breakthroughs in human knowledge and technological applica-

tion, such as time slowing to a stop as one approaches the speed of light, electrons flowing

freely with no resistance as one approaches the absolute zero, and an event horizon arising

as one approaches a black hole. A well-known ban concerning the statistical mechanics

of cooperative phenomena, such as ice melting into water, is the nonexistence of phase

transition at finite temperature in the Ising model with short-range interactions in one di-

mension. Yet, little is known about whether this forbidden transition could be approached

arbitrarily closely at fixed finite temperature. To explore such asymptoticity, the notion of

marginal phase transition (MPT) was introduced recently, and both the spontaneous MPT

and the field-induced MPT were discovered respectively in ladder and single-chain Ising

models decorated with geometric frustration. Here I push the limit down to the minimal

single-chain Ising model—without geometric frustration—in a magnetic field; then, a hid-

den frustration is revealed to drive the first-order MPT with large latent heat. Furthermore, as

one approaches the zero field, MPT appears continuous with no latent heat, displays abrupt

change in sublattice magnetization and a kink-like minimum in overall magnetization with

temperature, and vanishes when the field drops below a threshold. These findings deepen

our understanding of cooperative phenomena via the doubly forbidden and open new av-

enues to the design and engineering of the Ising systems with the different types of MPT for

exploring exotic phenomena and low-dimensional device applications.
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The Ising model with two-valued spins was invented one century ago by Wilhelm Lenz [1]

in order to provide a mathematically tractable description of the magnetic phase transition in fer-

romagnetic materials. His PhD student Ernst Ising solved the model exactly for the spins local-

ized on a one-dimensional (1D) single chain but found no phase transition [2]. In fact, the Per-

ron–Frobenius theorem implied the nonexistence of any phase transition in 1D Ising models with

short-range interactions [3]. Despite this initial upset, the Ising model has gained its popularity by

being capable of describing any two-value system, eg. neural networks with neurons being either

open or close [4], elections with two candidates, etc., serving as a basic model for cooperative

phenomena in various physical, biological, economical, and social systems [5], for NP problems

in computer science [6], and for textbooks in statistical mechanics [7–10]. Very recently, it was

discovered [11–13] that the forbidden transition in the 1D Ising model can be approached arbitrar-

ily closely at fixed finite temperature T0 in decorated ladder and single-chain Ising models—with

strong geometric frustration—by making the crossover width 2δT exponentially narrower and

narrower (δT → 0 means a genuine transition), resulting in an ultra-narrow phase crossover with

large latent heat that would be characterized as a genuine first-order phase transition in routine

lab measurement. The notion of marginal phase transition (MPT) was introduced to describe such

asymptoticity. Since the spontaneous (zero-field) MPT is banned in decorated single-chain Ising

models by symmetry [11], it is as intriguing to explore how close one can get to the spontaneous

MPT in decorated single-chain Ising models; the quest for such marginally spontaneous marginal

phase transition (MSMPT) is relevant to the desired weak-field device application. Here I present

the minimal model for MPT to reveal without any ambiguity new exotic physics including hid-

den frustration from no geometric frustration and the second-order-like MPT without latent heat.

Thanks to its simple structure, the minimal model should also be attractive to materializing the

different types of the MPT phenomena for 1D device application.

The minimal model for MPT is the minimally decorated single-chain Ising model given by

H = Ha +Hb, where

Ha = −J
N∑
i=1

σiσi+1 − hµa

N∑
i=1

σi, (1)

Hb = −J1

N∑
i=1

(σi + σi+1)bi − hµb

N∑
i=1

bi. (2)

As shown in Fig. 1a, Ha describes the backbone of the single chain with σi = ±1 (green balls,

referred to as type-a spins) and the J > 0 ferromagnetic (FM) interaction (red bonds). This is
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the model originally studied by Ising [2, 7–10]. Hb describes the decorated parts, where bi =

±1 (grey balls, referred to as type-b spins) bridges the ith and (i + 1)th type-a spins with the

antiferromagnetic (AF) interaction J1 < 0. h depicts the magnetic field, µa and µb the magnetic

moments of type-a and type-b spins, respectively. N is the total number of the unit cell and

σN+1 ≡ σ1, bN+1 ≡ b1 (i.e., the periodic boundary condition).

It is crucial to note that this minimal model with only one decorated Ising spin per unit cell con-

tains no geometric frustration in the sense that the AF J1 and the FM J interactions can be satisfied

simultaneously by a proper arrangement of the spins [14], as shown in Fig. 1a. In sharp contrast,

the decorations in the previous studies of the magnetic-field-induced pseudo-transition (Refs. 15

and 16 and references therein) in decorated Ising single chains—which will be transformed to

the first-order MPT by the FM J > 0 term [13]—and the spontaneous MPT in decorated Ising

ladders [11, 12, 17] were done to create such geometric frustration that the system’s first low-

lying excited state has much higher (macroscopic) degeneracy and just slightly higher energy than

the ground state, then an entropy-driven crossover between them would occur at finite tempera-

ture [18]. Thus, the design of the ultra-narrow phase crossover is normally carried out by first

computing the zero-temperature phase diagram in which the aforementioned two states have their

own stable regions and then placing the system near the phase boundary between the two states

and on the side with less entropy [13, 16]. However, as shown in Fig. 1d, the zero-temperature

phase diagram in the h − J plane of the present minimal model contains three stable phases but

none of them has macroscopic degeneracy; therefore, the crossover between them as temperature

changes will be broad if any. The two special cases of (1) µa = µb, both J < 0 and J > 0 [19], and

(2) µa ̸= µb, J = 0 [20, 21] (Figs. 2a- 2c) were examined before and no sign of MPT was found

even for AF J < 0 with geometric frustration (Fig. 1b). Therefore, the Ising diamond chain with

more complicated setup of geometric frustration (Fig. 1c) was considered as the simplest model

for pseudo-transition [13, 16]. To conclude, it would be surprising that the present minimal model

without geometric frustration (for FM J > 0) can display MPT.

Surprise happens. Mathematically, a phase transition demands that the system’s free energy

be nonanalytic. The free energy f(T ) of the 1D Ising model with short-range interactions, where

T denotes temperature, is analytic and thus does not support a mathematically genuine phase

transition. The essence of the MPT is to utilize the mathematical expression

|g(T )| = lim
ϵ→0

√
g2(T ) + ϵ2, (3)
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i.e., use the analytic function
√

g2(T ) + ϵ2 to approach the nonanalytic function |g(T )| arbitrarily

closely by making ϵ smaller and smaller, yielding an ultra-narrow phase crossover with large latent

heat that would be practically characterized as a genuine first-order phase transition in routine lab

measurements [11]. The asymptoticity of Eq. (3) to the first-order MPT has two requirements:

(1) g(T ) changes sign at T = T0, which defines the crossover temperature, and (2) ϵ is negligible

outside the temperature region (T0 − δ, T0 + δT ), which defines the crossover width as 2δT . It

was shown [11, 12] that T0 is independent of J and the FM J > 0 term can reduce ϵ and δT

exponentially for fixed T0, giving rise to the MPT for sufficiently large J , including transforming

all the previously studied systems with pseudo-transition into the MPT cases [13]. Besides, the

order parameter that allows for fast and accurate identification of MPT was identified, which is

⟨σi⟩ = − ∂f
h ∂µa

the magnetization of the type-a spins for h ̸= 0. Now take a close look at Fig. 2a

for J = 0, there is the ⟨σi⟩ = 0 line and ⟨σi⟩ changes sign as T crosses the line, which determines

T0 by

e4β0J1 =
sinh[β0h(µb − µa)]

sinh[β0h(µb + µa)]
, (4)

where β0 = 1/(kBT0) with kB being the Boltzmann constant (see the technical details in Supple-

mental Information). Eq. (4) has a real solution for µb > µa > 0, J1 < 0, and |h| < hc where

hc ≡ 2(−J1)/µa. Clearly, T0 is independent of J . The problem is that the crossover width 2δT (J)

is too broad for J = 0 (Fig. 2a), but again it can be exponentially narrowed by J > 0 in the form

of 2δT (J) = e−2β0J2δT (J = 0), as shown in Fig. 2d, resulting in an ultra-narrow crossover at T0

from ⟨σi⟩ = −1 to +1.

What is the underlying mechanism of this unexpected MPT? As shown in Fig. 2h, a sharp jump

in entropy of about kB ln 2 per unit cell occurs within the ultra-narrow crossover for h = hf where

hf ≡ 2(−J1)/µb = hcµa/µb, resembling a genuine first-order phase transition. This means that

one spin per unit cell is decoupled from the spin system and the field. The zero-temperature critical

point at h = hc (the solid circle in Fig. 1d and pointed by the yellow arrow in Fig.2a) was recently

emphasized as the “half-fire half-ice” state in ferrimagnet-like systems where the type-b spins are

fully aligned by the field due to |µb| > |µa| while the type-a spins are decoupled from the spin

system and the field [20]. However, this exotic state does not survive finite J . Now we consider

the opposite at h = hf < hc, namely the “half-ice half-fire” state where the type-a spins are fully

aligned by the field together with the strong J > 0 while the type-b spins are decoupled from the

spin system and the field (the open circle at hf in Fig. 1d and Fig.2e). This new exotic state is an
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excited state everywhere in the zero-temperature phase diagram and is thus hidden. Yet, it survives

for all J > 0 and emerges as the driving force of the new type of frustration-driven MPT.

This mechanism is clearly demonstrated by the exotic behavior of ⟨bi⟩ = − ∂f
h ∂µb

the magnetiza-

tion of the type-b spins. For J = 0, ⟨bi⟩ is uninterestingly always positive, a slave of the magnetic

field (Fig. 2b). For sufficiently large J > 0, outside the ultra-narrow crossover region,

⟨bi⟩ ≈

 tanh[β(hµb − 2J1)] > 0 for T < T0.

tanh[β(hµb + 2J1)] for T > T0,
(5)

where β = 1/(kBT ). For T > T0, there are three distinct regions for the MPT (Fig. 2e): (i)

hf < h < hc where ⟨bi⟩ > 0, i.e., the type-a spins flip but the type-b spins do not at the MPT, (ii)

0 < h < hf where ⟨bi⟩ < 0, i.e., both the type-a and type-b spin flip at the MPT, and (iii) h = hf

where ⟨bi⟩ = 0, i.e., the type-a spins flip but the type-b spins are decoupled from the spin system

and the field (inferred together with information about the entropy jump ∆S of about kB ln 2 per

unit cell). Note that the flipping of the type-b spins at T0 for 0 < h < hf also means the existence

of the ⟨bi⟩ = 0 line within the ultra-narrow crossover. The temperature evolution of ∆S, ⟨bi⟩, and

the system’s magnetization per unit cell m = −∂f
∂h

= µa⟨σi⟩ + µb⟨bi⟩ in these three regions are

further shown in Figs. 3a-3c.

The density plots of ∆S, T0, and δT (J = 0) in the h/hc−µa/µb plane are shown in Figs. 3d-3f,

respectively. The largest value of ∆S is along the h/hc = µa/µb line, which manifests that the

hidden “half-ice half-fire” frustrated state developed from h = hf and T = 0 is indeed the driving

force of the above MPT, which resembles the genuine first-order phase transition with large latent

heat. Besides, it seems to show that this type of MPT is difficult to be realized for small µa/µb or

weak h. We can avoid small µa/µb but weak h is desirable for device application, so it deserves

further investigation.

Now we arrive at dealing with the doubly banned zero-field transition in the decorated single-

chain Ising models, which is prohibited not only by thermal fluctuations but also by symmetry

(namely the Ising model for h = 0 is invariant with respect to flipping all the spins). This means

that we are searching for marginally spontaneous marginal phase transition (MSMPT). Figs. 3a

and 3d indicate that the MSMPT, if any, would appear “continuous” in the sense that no abrupt

change in entropy takes place (eg., for h < 0.01 in Fig. 3d, unlike the entropy jump for larger h).

Note that MPT is always mathematically continuous; here whether the MPT is of the first-order or

“continuous” means whether a large change in entropy could occur in an ultra-narrow T region,

which experimentally corresponds to whether considerable latent heat could be observed.
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Eq. (4) in the weak field limit of h → 0 becomes

kBT0 → 4J1

[
ln

1− µa/µb

1 + µa/µb

]−1

, (6)

which grows quickly as µa/µb approaches zero (Fig. 4a) but it changes mildly for a large range of

µa/µb (see the inset of Fig. 4a). This is good news for the e−2β0J factor, recalling β0 = 1/(kBT0),

that acts to make δT ultra-narrow. For h → 0,

δT (h, J) → e−2β0J

h

(kBT0)
3

kB(−2J1) [(µb − µa)(µb + µa)]
1
2

. (7)

which grows with 1/h in the form of δT (h, J) = δT (1, 0)e−2β0J/h. As shown in Figs. 4b-4d and

compared with Figs. 3b and Figs. 3c, the jumps in the sublattice magnetization and the overall

magnetization still exist at T0 until lost for sufficiently weak h. Suppose 2∆T is the targeted

crossover width such as the resolution of a measuring instrument, i.e., 2δT (h, J) ≤ 2∆T , we get

h ≥ δT (1, 0)e−2β0J/∆T , i.e., there exists a threshold field h0(J) ≡ δT (1, 0)e−2β0J/∆T , below

which the MSMPT vanishes. On the other hand, since h0 is exponentially reduced by J , increasing

J can revive the jumps (red dashed line in Figs. 4b-4d) and the MSMPT, which appears continuous

with no latent heat, displays abrupt change in sublattice magnetization and a kink-like minimum

in overall magnetization with temperature, and vanishes again when the field drops below a new

threshold for that J . In terms of the fundamental Eq. (3), g(T ) is so small that ϵ is not negligible

for all temperature regions when |h| < h0. It seems that the ban by the symmetry forcing g(T )

to be that small is stronger than the ban by thermal fluctuations. The zero-field phase transition in

decorated single-chain Ising models is fenced at |h| = h0(J) and approaching the fence let one

experience the change from the first-order MPT to the continuous MPT.

It is noteworthy that we have confined the above discussion for µb > µa > 0. Actually, the

minimal model is invariant under the transformations that satisfy µaµbJ1 < 0 and |µb| > |µa|.

For example, µb = −3 and µa = 2 with FM J1 were recently realized in the mixed 3d − 5d

copper-iridium oxide Sr3CuIrO6 [20, 22]. Thanks to its simple structure, the minimal model should

also be attractive to materializing the MPT phenomena for 1D device application. The model

without geometric frustration can be easily generalized, as shown in Fig. 5. Therefore, the ways

to realize the different types of MPT are abundant, not to mention their unlimited possibility of

being combined with the decoration with geometric frustration.
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagrams of decorated Ising chains and the zero-temperature phase diagram. (a)

The minimal model, which consists of the original Ising spins (green balls) coupled by the FM interaction

J > 0 (red bonds) and the decorated Ising spins (grey balls) coupled to the backbone by the AF interaction

J1 < 0 (grey bonds). Their magnetic moments are µa and µb, respectively. The arrows pointing up or

down means the spin value of +1 or −1. (b) The same as (a) except for J < 0 [19]. The triangles made

by three AF bonds are the most typical construction of geometric frustration, as the third spin marked by

“?” [14]. (c) The Ising diamond chain with more complicated geometric frustration [13, 16]. (d) The zero-

temperature phase diagram in the h − J plane of the minimal model for J1 = −1, µa = 1, and µb = 4/3.

The shorthand notation: Ferri1 - the standard ferrimagnetic phase, Ferri2 - the second ferrimagnetic phase,

SPP - the saturated paramagnetic phase. The solid circle is the critical point hosting the “half-fire half ice”

state, which does not survive as J increases. The open circle and dashed line host the hidden “half-ice half

fire” excited state.
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FIG. 2. The density plots of ⟨σi⟩, ⟨si⟩, and the magnetization µa⟨σi⟩ + µb⟨bi⟩ in the h − T plane. Top

panels: (a)-(c) for J = 0. Bottom panels: (d)-(f) for J = 20. The other model parameters are J1 = −1,

µa = 1, and µb = 4/3, resulting in hc = 2 and hf = 1.5. The black line in (a),(d),(e) denotes the contour of

zero value: In (a), the ⟨σi⟩ = 0 line defines T0 the phase boundary in (d) by Eq. (4); the yellow arrow points

to the zero-temperature critical point at h = hc hosting the “half-fire, half-ice” state. In (e), the vertical

line ⟨bi⟩ = 0 at h = hf and above the phase boundary line hosts the opposite “half-ice, half fire” state,

originates from the hidden frustration, and divides the region above T=T0 in half where the decorated spins

flip for h < hf . The temperature dependence of (g) ⟨σi⟩, (h) entropy, and (i) specific heat for several J .
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FIG. 3. The temperature dependence of (a) entropy, (b) ⟨bi⟩, and the magnetization µa⟨σi⟩ + µb⟨bi⟩ for

µb = 4/3, J = 20 and several h’s. The density plots in the h/hc − µa/µb plane of (d) ∆S the entropy

jump at T0 in the unit of kB ln 2 per unit cell for J = 100, (e) T0, and (f) δT for J = 0. The other model

parameters are J1 = −1 and µa = 1; hc ≡ 2(−J1)/µa = 2.
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FIG. 4. Approaching the zero field. (a) T0 as a function of µa/µb for h = 0. The temperature dependence

of (b) ⟨σi⟩, (c) ⟨bi⟩, and (d) the system’s magnetization µa⟨σi⟩ + µb⟨bi⟩. J = 20, J1 = −1, µa = 1, and

µb = 4/3 unless specified.
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FIG. 5. Schematic diagrams of several other decorated Ising chains without geometric frustration. (a)

Ferrimagnet with the type-b spins replaced by S > 1
2 spins. (b) All the spins form the abbabbabb... pattern

with the a-a and b-b interactions being FM and a-b interaction being AF. This model for J = 0 was studied

in Ref. [21]. (c) Replica of the type-b spins. (d) Any combination of the aforementioned decorations.
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